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Sep 28, 2018 Far Cry 4 was delayed from October 28, 2012 to February 4, 2013. “We appreciate the enormous amount of feedback, input and passion that you guys brought to the development process,” game director, Mark Thompson, said. “All of you helped us take Far Cry 4 to a level that we are incredibly proud of.” Thanks to all of our fans
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Far Cry 5 Hello. I've been playing Far Cry 3 and recently Far Cry 4. My computer is running windows 10, single core processor. Far Cry 4 is playing fine for me, I'm using the beta. I've tried running with and without "i7-860". My graphics are a little low. I'm not ready for the next game yet. I've heard you can get a little lag when turning around in
front of a fire, throwing hay bails, using a safe or some other little fast acting things. I haven't noticed any lag or glitches. Far Cry 2 and 3 made me feel a bit nervous on the battlefield, but not with this beta. I don't know if I'm the only person who is having problems with Far Cry 4. I usually run smooth on any game at a fast setting, but this beta
seems to be a little touchy. My computer might not be the best, but I think it can take the game well enough to the next level. I hear people are having problems with sounds, also with certain game glitches. My sound could use some tweaking, but it's ok. I'm a little unsure if I want to buy this game. It's the beta. I want a game that feels like the first
Far Cry games. I'm enjoying the beta. I just have a hard time deciding what game to buy. Thanks for reading this. Update: Best Far Cry 4 beta, the one before the full release. This is one of the few times in my life that I've actually seen a beta turn out to be the final e24f408de9
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